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A function /(«), from positive integers to reals, which satisfies

(1) f(mn) = f(m)f(n),        (m, n) = 1;       f(n) ¿ 0,

is called weakly multiplicative or factorable. Although such functions

are of central interest in number theory and have been studied in

some detail in recent years, we have been unable to find the following

result in the literature:

Theorem. If f(n) satisfies (1) and

(2) f(m) = f(n) for m = »,

thenf(n) =nk, where k is a constant.

This theorem is similar to Ostrowski's lemma on Archimedean

valuations. The main difficulty in proving it stems from the restric-

tion (m, n) = 1 in (1). It may be noted that, if (1) is relaxed to f(mn)

=f(m)f(n) or f(mn) ^f(m)f(n), no such result holds. This may be

seen from the counter examples f(n)=n — 1 and/(w)=«+l.

We proceed to the proof of the theorem. For a positive integer a

let

(3) Rt = a' + a'-1 + • • • + a + 1,

(4) S, = a< - a'-1 - ... - a - 1 (a > 1).

Clearly (a, Rt) = (a, St) = 1, hence

(5) f(Rt) ^ f(Rt - 1) = f(a)f(Rt-i) = = (/(«))'.

Similarly

(6) f(St) Ú (/(«))' (a>\).

Given n, let r be the integer determined by

(7) ar < n á a*1,

so that

(8) r < log„ n = r + 1.

Now by (3), (4), (7), we have

(9) i?r_i < n (a > 1)
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and

(10) Sr+2 > ar+2 - 2a'+* è ar+l ^ ra (a > 2).

Now from (5) to (10) it follows that

(11) /(«) = /(^r-i) â (/(a))-» = (/(a))10««»-2 (a > 1),

(12) /(ra) ^ /(5r+2) = (/(a))-+2 ^ (/(a))»°«-+2 (a > 2).

Since (11) and (12) hold for alia > 2, we have, fora, 6>2,

(13) /(a)1/Iog "+2/10« " ^ /(m)UIoï n ^ y(J)l/log 6-2/log n_

Since ra is arbitrary, this implies

(14) /(a)1"0" « ^ /(6)1/Iog » (a, b > 2).

But a and ¿> are interchangeable in the above argument, so that

(15) /(a)1'1«" • = f(byil°* b (a,b> 2).

Hence for ra>2, f(n)lll°'n is a constant. If this constant is 0 then

f(n) =0, otherwise the constant can be written as ek, and

(16) /(ra) = nk (ra > 2).

From (1) it is clear that/(l) = 1. Using/(6) =/(2)/(3), we see from

(16) that the result also holds for ra = 2; thus the proof is complete.
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